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Abstract. Information on the dynamics of interplanetary dust is ob-
tained by observations of radio-meteors, zodiacal light, thermal infrared
emission, and by measurements with in-situ detectors on board Earth
satellites and deep spaceprobes. These methods are sensitive to different
meteoroid sizes (mm- to sub-micron sized) and refer to different regions
of space. Bigger particles (> 10~9 g) move on bound Keplerian orbits
and are dynamically dominated by solar gravity, while the trajectories of
particles smaller than 10~10 g are strongly influenced by radiation pres-
sure and electromagnetic interactions. Modelling interplanetary dust is
done by dividing the whole meteoritic complex into dynamically distinct
populations. Divine's (1993) model identifies five dynamically different
populations of interplanetary meteoroids: bigger particles are described
by the "core", and "asteroidal"-populations, intermediate sizes by the
"halo"-population, and small particles are included in the "eccentric"
and the "inclined"-populations. The intermediate and the small particle
populations, in particular, have to be redefined for several reasons: new
data are available which require the consideration of hyperbolic orbits
and the inclusion of radiation pressure and electromagnetic forces. New
small particle populations are interstellar dust and bet a-meteoroids.

1. Introduction

Dust in interplanetary space has various appearances and can be detected and
analysed by an number of techniques. Huge surveys of radio meteor orbits ob-
served by the Harvard-Smithsonian radar have been published by Southworth
and Sekanina (1973). Recent surveys with the Adelaide radar are reported by
Baggaley (1995). IDPs collected in the atmosphere give cosmochemical infor-
mation (composition and structure, Brownlee, 1995 and Bradley, 1995) which
is not considered in this review. The size distribution of dust at 1 AU distance
from the sun is documented in lunar microcrater records (Grun et al., 1985). Zo-
diacal light observations form the Earth and from spacecraft (Leinert and Grun,
1990, Levasseur-Regourd, 1995) demonstrate the spatial distribution of dust in
the inner solar system. Observations of the thermal emission give evidence for
dust in the outer solar system (Low et al., 1984, Hauser, 1995). Measurements
of dust particles by in situ detectors on interplanetary spaceprobes suggest new
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Figure 1, Mass and heliocentric distance range of the data sets used
in the model (after Divine, 1993).
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We review a dynamical model (Divine, 1993) of dust in interplanetary space.
It describes the present state and makes no statements concerning sources, sinks
and evolution of the zodiacal cloud other than what can be derived from the
orbits directly, e.g. an interstellar origin. It will not include information on
optical properties (albedo and polarization) of dust as derived from zodiacal
light observations (e.g. Levasseur-Regourd et al., 1991 and Levasseur-Regourd,
1995), because the dynamical relevance of optically different populations of dust
has not yet been evaluated. In the next section we describe methods of dy-
namical modeling and in the third section the data sets and the corresponding
dynamical populations of the Divine model are discussed. In the final section
new developments and future work on the inclusion of new data sets and the
redefinition of populations is outlined. i

2. Modeling

The goal of dynamical modeling is to describe for each position in space the spa-
tial density of dust and the directional flux as a function of the orbital elements
and their distributions for a specific dust population. All dynamical modeling to
date includes only solar gravity as operative force. In addition, rotational sym-
metry of the dust cloud is assumed (which is well supported by observations), i.e.
the longitudes of node and arguments of pericentrum are uniformly distributed.
Therefore, the spatial dust density depends only on distance r from the sun and
latitude A above symmetry plane (here the ecliptic plane). Kessler (1981) gives
the spatial density N of a particle with the orbital elements perihelion distance

, eccentricity e, and inclination i:

N(r, A)
e)3/2

2ir3rriy/{r — T\)[{1 + e)r\ + (1 — c)r(cos2 A — cos2 i)

An early application of dynamical dust modeling was the interpretation of
spatial dust densities which were obtained from zodiacal light observations in
terms of distributions of orbital elements. Haug (1958) and later Banderman
(1968) derived an integral which transforms distribution functions of orbital el-
ements, D(r i ,e , i ) , into spatial densities at any given position in space, where

, e, i) is the number of meteoroids having perihelion between ri and
eccentricity between e and de, and inclination between i and di. If the distri-
bution function is separable Z)(ri,e,z) = -Di(ri) De(e) D{(i) then the relative
spatial density n(A) at latitude A is given (cf. Leinert and Griin, 1990):

n(X) = I
ir/2

% / • 2 • • 2 \
A v sin i — sin A

(2)

For Di{i) = sin i and using the substitution x = ^ r > the result is an isotropic
distribution of dust, n(A) = const, and hence, Di(i)/sm i describes the deviation
from isotropy.
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In order to calculate the flux one has to know the spatial density and velocity
of the dust. The components of the velocity vector in sperical coordinates are:

v ±W
T"T\

e)r] (3)

r2 (4)

v\ — dzv^ v cos2 A — cos2 i (5)

where GMO is the solar gravitation. The two solutions for vr correspond to out-
and inward velocities and the two solutions for v\ correspond to up- and down-
ward velocities.

Divine (1993) derived a formulation of the dust flux which allows us to model
the response of an arbitrarily-oriented spacecraft detector of a given sensitivity
to the meteoroid flux. In a first step the relative velocity vp between a dust
particle at velocity v and the detector VDB is calculated. Next the angle 7
between the detector orientation and the relative velocity vector is evaluated.
The angular sensitivity of the detector response is described by the function
F(7). The mass threshold mt of the detector is described by

mt = mo(p01p)6\v01v'D)a (6)
where mo, VQ, po-, 6, and a are constants of the mass, speed and densitiy sensitiv-
ity, and v'D is the relevant component of the impact speed. From these quantities
a dimensionless weighting function TJD is derived

(7)

where HM = J™ dmHm is the cumulative mass distribution at mass m*. With
these definitions, the cumulative flux at mass mt can be calculated

JM de ===== / , di-======(rjDvD)i
— ex ^ ^ vcos'* A — cos^ i

with the auxihary variable x = sin X ( r i / r) ajl^ ^1 a radial distribution function,
pe a distribution function of eccentricities, and pi a distribution function of
inclinations. The summation over 1 corresponds to the four cases for the relative
velocity: in/out and up/down. Matney and Kessler (1995) show that Divine's
distribution functions JVi, pc, and pi correspond to the traditional distribution
functions

ATN i
ri

(9)

Pi
sin i

(10)
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p. )3/2De (11)

3. Populations and Data Sets

In his original model Divine (1993) identifies five distinct dynamical popula-
tions which describe satisfactorily a comprehensive data set on interplanetary
dust (see Fig. 1). Divine does not maintain that the description by the five
populations is unique, but his solution was based on a large number of trial-
and-error iterations. However, if new data become available a modified set of
populations may better fit the observations. In this section we will describe
these original populations and show how these populations are represented in
the data sets.

The asteroidal population represents the biggest particles (mean particle
mass: 10~3 g), it peaks at 2 AU and has low eccentricities and inclinations.
The core population covers a wide mass range (mean particle mass: 10~5 g),
its density increases towards the sun and has also low eccentricities and incli-
nations. The halo population (mean particle mass: 10~7 g) dominates in the
outer solar system (> 2.5 AU) and has an isotropic inclination distribution.
The inclined and eccentric populations represent small particles (mean parti-
cle masses: 10" 8 g and 10~13 5 g), in the inner solar system (< 1 and < 2 AU)
and have low eccentricities and high inclinations and high eccentricities and low
inclinations, respectively.

A backbone of the data responsible for Divine's populations is the Harvard
Radar Meteor Survey described by Sekanina and Southworth (1975). This data
set of particles above 10~4 g mass provides distributions in perihelion distances,
eccentricities and inclinations. This data has been weighted for observational
selection effects. Fig. 2a shows the radial space density of meteor particles
which was corrected for unobservable orbits (Southworth and Sekanina, 1973).
It displays a bimodal distribution with a minimum density inside 1 AU. Divine
represents this data by two populations: the core population which shows a
steady increase towards the sun and the asteroidal population peaking in the
asteroid belt. Fig. 2b shows the two model populations.

The cumulative mass distribution of meteoroids was obtained from the in-
terplanetary flux model (Fig. 3) of Griin et al. (1985) which includes lunar mi-
crocrater data and in situ measurements from Earth satellites and spaceprobes
at 1 AU distance from the sun. The core population matches the data over a
wide mass range from 10~13 to 10~5 g. The asteroidal population represents
bigger meteoroids at 1 AU. Smaller particles are represented by the eccentric
population.

According to Griin et al. (1985) the mass range responsible for most of the
scattered zodiacal light is from 10~8 to 10~"5 g. The radial concentration of zodi-
acal particles has been reported to depend on r 1*$ (Leinert et al., 1981) which is
well represented by the core population. The r~ 1 3 dependence is extended only
to 2 AU (Divine, 1993). Fig. 4 shows the elongation dependence of the zodia-
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Figure 2. Spatial mass density of Radar meteor particles. 2a. Har-
vard Radar Meteor Survey (A=heliocentric latitude) (Southworth and
Sekanina, 1973) and 2b. model densities (10~4 g).
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Figure 3. Cumulative mass distribution of meteorids at 1 AU (Grim
et al. 1985) and representation by model populations (Staubach et al.,
1993).
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The inclined population has been introduced in order to explain some differ-
nces in the count rates of the ecliptic and south sensors of the Helios spacecraft.
In addition a more isotropic component of the zodiacal light at small solar dis-
tances supports such a population. Although it describes the count rates of small
meteoroids quite well, an obvious deficiency of Divine's eccentric population is
that it is unable to describe the directional flux of small beta meteoroids. Berg
and Griin (1973) and Zook and Berg (1975) demonstrate with Pioneer 8 and 9
data that these particles represent a stream of small particles leaving the solar
system on hyperbolic orbits due to the effect of radiation pressure. Recent mea-
surements by the HITEN satellite (Svedham, 1995) support these observations.
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In order to compare this directional data with the dust model a new rep-
resentation had to be found. All Ulysses dust data (m > 6 10~14 g) are binned
into 6 time intervals, 4 rotation angle intervals and 3 speed intervals (which are
ignored in the following discussion) and a smoothing routine is employed. A finer
resolution in parameter space is not practical because of the poor statistics. Fig.
6b shows the projection of the data onto the time-rotation angle plane, with the
flux represented by a grey scale.

Ulysses observations obviously require the inclusion of an interstellar dust
population in the model. These particles pass on hyperbolic orbits through the
solar system, arriving from 257° ecliptic longitude and 3° latitude at speed of
about 26 km/s. For these 10~~13 g-particles radiation pressure cannot be ne-
glected, which reduces the effect of solar gravity. Ulysses data from mid 1991
to the end of 1994 is ideally suited to characterize this new population, because
in this time period interstellar dust dominates the data, except for the small
particles in the Jupiter streams and another small particle population over the
solar poles, which both can easily be separated. The flux of interstellar particles
is 1.5 *10~4 m~2 s"1; no reduction of the interstellar dust flux in the inner solar
system due to sublimation can be confirmed.

The halo population, which represents Pioneer 10/11 dust data seems not to
play a significant role in the Galileo and Ulysses data. Although both fluxes can
be fitted by the halo population, the directionality of the flux can not! On the
other hand the hyperbolic interstellar dust population matches well these data
sets. However, especially Pioneer 10 data can not be fitted with the interstellar
dust population because the flux observed by that spacecraft arrived from the
opposite hemisphere than the interstellar dust seen by Ulysses. Therefore, there
remains the need for the halo population in order to explain the Pioneer 10 and
perhaps 11 measurements. That the halo population does not prominently show
up in the Galileo and Ulysses data may be due to the poor statistics of the big
particles (m > 10~9 g), to which the halo population must be restricted.

The mass range of the dust particles detected by Galileo and Ulysses imme-
diately shows that radiation pressure and for the smallest particles even electro-
magnetic interactions affect the dynamics of these particles. In order to include
at least radiation pressure effects, the purely gravitational core population was
cut off at masses below 10~10 g and three new populations were added at smaller
masses: at 10~12 - 10~10 g a population with radiation pressure constant (3 = 0.3

is the ratio between radiation pressure and gravitational force), at 5* 10~15

- 10~12 g a population with radiation pressure constant (3 = 0.8, and below
5- 10 15 g a population with radiation pressure constant (3 = 0.3. Especially,
the Galileo data from the first 4 years of operation (where the influence of in-
terstellar dust is considered small) were iterated with solely the three new small
particle populations, the truncated core population and the interstellar popula-
tion (defined by the Ulysses data) and a satisfactory fit has been found (Fig. 7).
The eccentric, inclined and halo populations needed not be included.
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Figure 7. Model of the directional Ulysses dust flux. 7a interstellar
dust population, 7b interplanetary dust populations (capped core, and
three populations), 7c sum of all contributions (cf. Fig. 6b).

Recently the Harvard radio meteor analysis has been reappraised by Taylor
(1995). Taylor showed that the previous analysis of the speed data was erro-
neous which led to too low eccentricities of the corresponding orbits. Because of
the strong influence of this data set on the definition of the core and asteroidal
populations a redefinition of these populations has to be done as soon as better
analyses become available.

In summary, Divine's original five populations describe well the data sets
he used. The inclusion of directional information on small particle fluxes re-
quires the introduction of new populations affected by radiation pressure and
on hyperbolic orbits. New radar meteor data also requires a redefinition of the
original dust populations. A comprehensive set of populations which matches
all new data is not yet available.
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